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NATIONAL YOUTH ORCHESTRA OF GREAT BRITAIN ANNOUNCES:  

• 2017 ORCHESTRA AND NEW LEADER 
• CONCERTS WITH JOHN WILSON, CARLOS MIGUEL PRIETO 

AND THOMAS ADÈS 
• FIRST CONCERT AS ASSOCIATE ORCHESTRA AT SOUTHBANK 

CENTRE 
• NYO YOUNG PROMOTERS SCHEME 
• GREATER DIVERSITY THAN EVER BEFORE 

 
The National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain (NYO) has formally announced 164 brilliant 
young musicians, including composers and pianists, aged 13 to 19 from across the UK, and 
a new leader for 2017.  There will be three residencies with inspirational music directors, 
eight major concerts, live broadcasts on BBC Radio 3, ongoing relationship with Classic FM, 
and a new recording of The Planets. The world’s greatest orchestra of teenagers is more 
diverse than ever, with the expansion of the orchestra’s reach through NYO Inspire 
continuing to increase inclusion. 
 
Elodie Chousmer-Howells, now in her third year as an NYO violinist, will lead the orchestra.  
The seventeen-year-old from Chelmsford credits Classic FM for introducing her to popular orchestral 
repertoire and, in her year as leader, hopes to encourage the orchestra to think about how orchestral 
music connects to the modern world. Elodie says: ‘NYO is an orchestra of teenagers that wants to 
connect, through classical music, to other teenagers.  I can’t imagine a greater privilege or better 
use of such an amazing pool of talent.’  Elodie studies at the Junior Department of the Royal College 
of Music and has performed with both the Chineke! Orchestra and Chineke! Junior Orchestra, which 
champions change and diversity in classical music. 21.9% of the new intake of NYO musicians 
identify as non-white British, which is 7.3% above than the national population average, and a 
4.9% increase on the previous year.   
 
764 musicians applied for NYO this year of which 84% of those who went through to audition were 
new to NYO. 28 of this year’s successful musicians have participated in NYO Inspire, which 
provides breakthrough musical experiences for talented musicians on the cusp, targeted at state 
schools to increase all aspects of diversity: racial background, socio-economic background and 
access to music services. Over the past decade NYO has moved from 35% to 51% state school 
musicians with 3% home-schooled and 49% from the private sector, with this private sector figure 
including the 18% at specialist music schools as part of the government’s Music and Dance Scheme. 
 
NYO Inspire also equips existing NYO Musicians with greater confidence and leadership skills.  They 
take a leading role in encouraging their peers, giving over 1000 volunteer days to make a difference 
to others. Sir Mark Elder, Music Director, The Hallé Orchestra, an NYO alumni who has worked 
with the orchestra many times says: ‘Conducting NYO in 2015 I noticed something quite new: NYO 
orchestral musicians were possessed of greater maturity, individuality, and musical 
expressiveness than ever before. I can imagine that this development may well have been as a 
result of the leadership experience that they have benefited from.’ A further extension of NYO Inspire 
is a new NYO Young Promoters scheme. Dedicated and passionate teenagers will be given 
responsibility for organizing events as part of Play the School – where NYO musicians perform for 
Secondary schools – receptions at national venues, receive media coaching from BBC broadcaster 
Tom Redmond, give presentations, and devise digital campaigns for teenage audiences.  
 
NYO comes together for its week-long Winter Residency at the University of Nottingham in late 
December 2016, with conductor John Wilson, before giving concerts at the Royal Concert Hall, 
Nottingham (5 January), Symphony Hall, Birmingham (6 January) and – in their first concert as 
Associate Orchestra there – the Royal Festival Hall, London (7 January).  The intensive 
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preparation period of rehearsals, workshops and coaching from the NYO team of experienced tutors 
also includes voice and movement coaching, composition and improvisation.  The concert 
programme explores Szymanowski Symphony No 4 and Rachmaninov Symphony No 2, through 
the lens of Brett Dean’s Komarov’s Fall.  January will also see the release on Chandos of Holst The 
Planets and Strauss Also sprach Zarathustra, made with Edward Gardner and the CBSO Youth 
Chorus in Symphony Hall, Birmingham, in 2016. 
 
For the Spring Residency NYO is joined by conductor Carlos Miguel Prieto and cellist Sheku 
Kanneh-Mason, with concerts in Leeds Town Hall (8 April) and Barbican (9 April).  For the Summer 
Residency the orchestra will work with Thomas Adès, himself an NYO alumni, with concerts at 
Snape Maltings, Aldeburgh (3 August) and Symphony Hall, Birmingham (4 August).  Full listings 
information are included with this press release.  NYO Composers will continue to work as an 
extended, and vital, part of the orchestra throughout the year, writing new music and hearing their 
ideas brought to life by chamber groups of NYO musicians in informal pre-concert performances in 
major venues. 
 
FULL CALENDAR AND CONCERT LISTINGS FOR 2017 ATTACHED TO THIS DOCUMENT 
 
ABOUT NYO 
The National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain (NYO) is the world’s greatest orchestra of 
teenagers. The Orchestra’s outstanding contribution to British musical life was acknowledged 
when it received The Queen’s Medal for Music in 2012. Upon receiving the Ensemble Award at 
the 2016 Royal Philharmonic Awards – the highest recognition for live classical music-making in 
the UK – NYO was described as ‘a beacon of excellence for decades’. 
  
Founded in 1948, NYO provides orchestral performance opportunities for the brightest and most 
committed musicians aged between 13 and 19. Many of the UK’s leading musicians are NYO 
alumni including Sir Simon Rattle, Sir Mark Elder, Judith Weir, Thomas Adès and Alison Balsom. 
Drawing its 164 musicians from every background and part of the United Kingdom, NYO comes 
together three times a year and works alongside leading international conductors, tutors and 
soloists. 
  
NYO exists to give breakthrough experiences of orchestral music to teenage musicians and 
audiences of all backgrounds. To increase the reach and impact of its activity, NYO has launched 
two strands of activity, NYO Inspire and NYO Open which target committed young musicians who 
lack opportunities to advance their playing. 
  
Named Classic FM’s Orchestra of Teenagers, NYO and Classic FM will work together to inspire a 
new generation of young concertgoers and a major focus of the partnership is a £5 ticket scheme 
for under 25s to all NYO concerts. NYO’s broadcast agreement with BBC Radio 3 has been 
extended to include all concerts, allowing NYO teenage orchestra brilliance to be communicated to 
wider audiences than ever before. 
 
NYO gratefully acknowledges the support of the following organisations: Arts Council England, The Leverhulme Trust,	The Wolfson 
Foundation,	ABRSM,	3i,	Classic FM and BBC Radio 3	
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National Youth Orchestra of Great Britain  
2016/17 Calendar 
All NYO musicians will engage with these activities  
 
16 - 17 December     NYO Principals Days in collaboration with the  
    Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra at the Barbican. 
 
28 December - 4 January  NYO Winter Residency,  

The University of Nottingham 
  
Conductor   John Wilson 
Pianist    Tamara Stefanovich  
Repertoire   Brett Dean, Komarov's Fall 
    Szymanowski, Symphony No. 4 ‘Symphonie Concertante’ 
    Rachmaninov, Symphony No. 2  
 
5 January   Concert at Royal Concert Hall, Nottingham 
6 January   Concert at Symphony Hall, Birmingham 
7 January    Concert at The Royal Festival Hall  
 
 
31 March - 7 April   NYO Spring Residency, Haileybury College, Hertford 
         
Conductor   Carlos Miguel Prieto 
Cellist    BBC Young Musician 2016, Sheku Kanneh-Mason 
Repertoire   Silvestre Revueltas, Night of the Mayas 
    Shostakovich, Cello Concerto No. 1 
    Shostakovich, Symphony No. 5 
    
8 April    Concert at Leeds Town Hall 
9 April    Concert at The Barbican 
 
 
22 July - 2 August   NYO Summer Residency, The University of Birmingham 
         
Conductor   Thomas Adès 
Repertoire   Francisco Coll, Mural (new commission and UK premiere) 
    Adès, Polaris 
    Stravinsky, The Rite of Spring 
 
3 August   Concert at Snape Maltings, Aldeburgh 
4 August   Concert at Symphony Hall, Birmingham 
 
NYO Inspire Calendar 
 
18 December   NYO Inspire Day in collaboration with LSO at the Barbican 

11 - 19 February    NYO Inspire Ensembles, University of Liverpool (3-days each) 

19 March   NYO Inspire Day, North West England 

23 - 25 April   NYO Play the School, London  

6 - 15 July   NYO Inspire Orchestra, West Midlands 

23 July    NYO Inspire Day, University of Birmingham 

17 - 19 September  NYO Play the School, North West  

24 September   NYO Inspire Day, Yorkshire  
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Q & A with Elodie Chousmer-Howelles, new leader of NYO for 2017 
 
You’ve just been appointed leader of the world’s greatest orchestra of teenagers. How does 
that feel? 
This will be my third year in NYO. It feels brilliant! When I first joined, I found it a challenge not to 
be overwhelmed by the intensity of the sound of the symphony orchestra but I have thrived on 
sharing experiences with like-minded teenage musicians. 
 
What does playing in NYO bring that other musical activity can’t? 
Playing music together and communicating thoughts together. Where else do 164 teenagers get to 
think and act as one voice on a world stage? 
 
How has NYO helped you develop as a musician? 
My biggest musical breakthrough earlier this year in NYO was becoming a more adaptable, 
versatile and flexible musician through NYO Inspire Days. Being asked to work with groups of 
musicians the same age as you is challenging, and not something I have been used to doing. You 
could say it took me outside my comfort zone, but the result was hugely rewarding for everyone. 
 
What’s the best piece of advice you’ve heard for orchestral players? 
This is to not only focus on the notes but to play from the heart. 
 
What’s your earlier memory of playing the violin? 
Playing with cassette boxes with rubber bands for strings for a violin and a ruler as a bow. I 
believe I was about three at the time! 
 
Who are your violin and/or musical heroes, and why? 
Nicola Benedetti because she cares about sharing her love of music with young people in 
particular. Also, Janine Jansen because she is an amazing chamber musician and musical 
communicator. 
 
What orchestral music do you think teenagers respond to best? 
I think that teenagers respond to Romantic orchestral music best from composers like 
Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff and Grieg because some of it can be so stirring and expressive. 
 
What are your 3 all-time favourite pieces of music? 
Three of my favourite pieces would probably be Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto, Tchaikovsky's 
Symphony No 6 Pathétique and Bach's Chaconne. 
 
What would you like to change in the classical music world? 
I would love the classical music world to be even more welcoming to different cultures, and I’d like 
to see a variety of dress codes introduced. 
 
What music do you listen to? 
Lots of classical, but I love contemporary fusion (R&B/pop/soul). My older sister plays the cello 
and is a singer-songwriter and I sometimes listen to singer-songwriters from around the UK and 
abroad like Ayanna Witter-Johnson and Esperanza Spalding. 
 
Which living composer would you like to commission a piece from? 
Wynton Marsalis. The piece would involve jazzy, pop and classical influences from both gospel 
and contemporary singer-songwriters. 
 


